
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The immediate and longer-term impact of COVID-19 on consumer
behavior and the tea market.

•• The impact of a recession on the tea category
•• Use of tea by form, type and occasion
•• Consumer consumption of and attitudes about tea

The tea market divides among several lines. Brewed forms serve consumers in
the at-home occasion and products jostle with an array of health and wellness
benefits, while RTD forms are used nearly as predominantly away from home
and are valued mostly for their refreshment. Moreover, tea is valued for
dichotomous reasons – both for its ability to calm and relax and for its ability to
bring a boost of energy. COVID-19 has changed consumer patterns in ways
that boosted sales of all types of tea, especially the brewed forms. By bringing
tea’s associations with health, immunity and stress-relief to the fore, the
pandemic gives tea the potential to hold most of these sales gains achieved in
2020 with products and messaging that clarify for consumers its benefits for
both physical and mental wellbeing.
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Figure 8: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of COVID-19
on tea, July 2020

• Lockdown
• Re-emergence
• Recovery
• COVID-19: US context
• Learnings from the last recession

Figure 9: Total US retail sales of tea and RTD tea, 2007-2012

• COVID-19 has boosted 2020 sales of all tea forms
Figure 10: Total US retail sales and forecast of tea and RTD
tea, by segment, at current prices, 2015-25
Figure 11: Total US retail sales and forecast of tea and RTD
tea, by segment, at current prices, 2015-25

• RTD slow down righted
Figure 12: Total US retail sales and forecast of RTD and
refrigerated tea, at current prices, 2015-25

• Wellbeing at the core of brewed tea success
Figure 13: Total US retail sales and forecast of bagged,
loose-leaf and single-cup tea, at current prices, 2015-25

• Instant teas temporarily revived
Figure 14: Total US retail sales and forecast of instant tea
mixes, at current prices, 2015-25

• Supermarkets picked up some lost share
Figure 15: Total US retail sales of tea and RTD tea, by channel,
at current prices, 2015-20

• Consumers are reprioritizing wellbeing
Figure 16: Change in lifestyle priorities, July 28-August 4, 2020

• Tea fits any budget
Figure 17: Tea consumption, by type and household income,
April 2020

• Tea has grown through the worst of the downturn
• Unemployment shock predicted to recede

Figure 18: US monthly unemployment rate, 2008-2010 and
2019-2020
Figure 19: Expected US Unemployment, 2019-2025

• Consumer confidence already returning
Figure 20: US Consumer Sentiment Index

• Increased spending on at-home consumption benefits tea
Figure 21: Consumer expenditure for food, 2018-2020

SEGMENT PERFORMANCE

MARKET FACTORS
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• Refresh the category through functional
Figure 22: Reasons for tea consumption, April 2020
Figure 23: Percent of tea product launches with functional /
health claims, 2015-2019

• New shopping habits mean new distribution strategies
Figure 24: Shopping behaviors resulting from COVID-19, April-
August 2020

• Target new occasions
Figure 25: Morning consumption of tea and coffee by type,
April 2020, percent selecting morning

• Tea perceived more favorably than coffee
Figure 26: Attribute ratings of self-brewed forms of tea and
coffee, top two box percentage

• RTD tea brands can go big for stay-at-homers
Figure 27: Daypart consumption of RTD teas and coffees,
April 2020

• Tea can prosper in trying times
• Large RTD brands set the pace
• Brewed teas get the biggest boost

• Tea sales get a boost from COVID-19
Figure 28: Multi-outlet sales of tea and RTD tea, by leading
companies, rolling 52 weeks 2019 and 2020

• Company/brand sales by segment
• Brewed tea whistles out of the doldrums

Figure 29: Multi-outlet sales of bagged, loose-leaf, single-
cup tea, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks
2019 and 2020

• Big brands and big sizes lead RTD and refrigerated tea
Figure 30: US multi-outlet sales of RTD and refrigerated tea,
by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2019 and
2020

• Instant tea
Figure 31: US multi-outlet sales of instant tea mixes, by leading
companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2019 and 2020

• Tea portfolios can appeal by function
• Brewed tea as medicine cabinet
• RTDs can be healthier too

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

COMPANIES AND BRANDS – KEY TAKEAWAYS

COMPANIES AND BRANDS OF TEA AND RTD TEA

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES
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Figure 32: Important choice attributes by tea product form,
April 2020

• Tea drinkers play the field
• Flavor the unifying factor in product choice
• Green teas more popular than black
• Brewed teas rule the roost
• Tea is a big-tent beverage
• Interest in innovation

• Tea Formats Consumed
• Brewed tea outpaces RTDs for penetration

Figure 33: Tea consumption by product form, April 2020
• Opportunity to expand tea repertoires

Figure 34: Tea repertoire, by age, April 2020
• Broad overlap between brewed and RTDs

Figure 35: Cross-usage of tea, by form, April 2020
• Parents drink a broad variety of teas

Figure 36: Tea forms consumed, by parental status, April 2020
Figure 37: Tea repertoire, by parental status, April 2020

• Women lead steeping
Figure 38: Tea forms, by gender, April 2020

• Consumption patterns are consistent across ages
Figure 39: Tea forms consumed, by age, April 2020
Figure 40: Tea forms consumed, by age, April 2020

• Tea is accessible to all incomes
Figure 41: Tea forms consumed, by household income, April
2020
Figure 42: Tea forms consumed, by household income, April
2020

• Brand, flavor and price are leading attributes
Figure 43: Important tea attributes, April 2020

• Brand cachet differentiates bagged from loose-leaf
• Pods lead in caffeine concern
• Refreshment drives RTDs
• Kombucha locks down immunity

• Green edges black
Figure 44: Tea consumption, by type, April 2020

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS

THE CONSUMER

CONSUMERS SEEK DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTES BY FORM

TEA CONSUMPTION BY TYPE
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• Older consumers stick with black tea, under 45s go green
Figure 45: Types of tea consumed, by age, April 2020

• Black tea skews higher income
Figure 46: Types of tea consumed, by household income, April
2020

• Herbal tea skews female
Figure 47: Types of tea consumed, by gender, April 2020

Figure 48: Tea usage occasions, by type of tea, April 2020
• Hot home brews vs cold cans away

Figure 49: Tea occasion locations, by type of tea, April 2020
• Brewed tea should get out of the house more

Figure 50: Away-from-home consumption of coffee and tea
types, April 2020, percent selecting “Away from home”

• Someone’s always steeping
Figure 51: Tea occasion dayparts, by type of tea, April 2020

• Flavor leads, each functional benefit has limited appeal
Figure 52: Reasons for drinking tea, April 2020

• Younger consumers more attuned to health benefits
Figure 53: Reasons for drinking tea, by age, April 2020

• Promote taste to tea drinkers
Figure 54: TURF analysis – reasons for drinking tea, April 2020

• Let’s hear from the naysayers
Figure 55: Reasons not to drink tea, by age, April 2020

• One quarter of category users are increasing engagement
• Tea is comforting, BFY and delicious, but not habitual

Figure 56: Attitudes toward tea, April 2020
• Women lead category engagement

Figure 57: Attitudes toward tea, by gender, April 2020
• Younger consumers more experimental

Figure 58: Attitudes toward tea, by age, April 2020

• Cold brew, adaptogens top the short list
Figure 59: Interest in tea innovation, by gender, April 2020

• Drawing in the abstainers

TEA CONSUMPTION BY OCCASION

REASONS FOR TEA CONSUMPTION

REASONS FOR TEA ABSTINENCE

ATTITUDES TOWARD TEA

INTEREST IN TEA INNOVATIONS
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Figure 60: Interest in tea innovations among non-tea drinkers,
April, 2020

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

Figure 61: Total US retail sales and forecast of tea and RTD
tea, at current prices, 2015-25
Figure 62: Total US retail sales and forecast of tea and RTD
tea, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2015-25
Figure 63: Total US retail sales and forecast of tea and RTD
tea, by segment, at current prices, 2015-25
Figure 64: Total US retail sales of tea and RTD tea, by
segment, at current prices, 2018 and 2020
Figure 65: Total US retail sales and forecast of bagged,
loose-leaf and single-cup tea, at current prices, 2015-25
Figure 66: Total US retail sales and forecast of bagged,
loose-leaf and single-cup tea, at inflation-adjusted prices,
2015-25
Figure 67: Total US retail sales and forecast of RTD and
refrigerated tea, at current prices, 2015-25
Figure 68: Total US retail sales and forecast of RTD tea, at
inflation-adjusted prices, 2015-25
Figure 69: Total US retail sales and forecast of instant tea
mixes, at current prices, 2015-25
Figure 70: Total US retail sales and forecast of instant tea
mixes, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2015-25

Figure 71: Total US retail sales of tea and RTD tea, by channel,
at current prices, 2015-20
Figure 72: Total US retail sales of tea and RTD tea, by
channel, at current prices, 2018 and 2020
Figure 73: US supermarket sales of tea and RTD tea, at
current prices, 2015-20
Figure 74: US sales of tea and RTD tea through other retail
channels, at current prices, 2015-20
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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